
Fantastic Tips For AFCAT Examination 2023 

AFCAT preparation 2023 will assist you in strategizing your learning for a better result. With our tips, 

you will be able to prioritize each subject as well as understand the weightage of topics from an 

exam point of view. We have collected some of the most excellent tips that could help you clear 

your exam. The exam is conducted by the Indian Air Force (IAF) twice a year to employ candidates 

for technical, ground, and flying branches. Candidates who desire to appear for the examination 

must have the ability to understand the correct approach to start AFCAT examination preparation. 

Without it, you will become overwhelmed by the density of the syllabus. 

Visit: AFCAT Coaching Center in Chandigarh 

To help make your study more systematic as well as result-oriented, we have enlisted some of the 

best AFCAT preparation tips. These tips will assist you in covering the vast syllabus of the exam on 

time. Learn more about subject-wise AFCAT preparation tips for the exam below for the English, 

Mathematics, General Awareness, as well as Reasoning sections. 

AFCAT English Preparation 2023 

The Verbal Ability in English section tests the language smoothness of applicant. Knowledge of basic 

English is necessary to perform well in this particular section. It is said to be the most scoring section, 

and the tips mentioned below should be followed by candidates while preparing for AFCAT English 

comprehend the fundamentals, and study books on basic grammar. Also, solve grammar exercises 

every day. Start writing down new words for vocabulary growth, and then practice comprehending 

their meaning, spelling, as well as antonyms. 

AFCAT Numerical Ability Preparation 2023 

Candidates will be required to work on mathematical concepts like profit & loss, fractions, decimals, 

average, per cent,  speed, time & distance, ratio & proportion, etc.  For this section, applicants are 

required to be proficient with numbers. The following tips should be checked for students' allusion. 

Learn the significant formulas so the sums are easier to solve. Keep revising those formulas as well 

as understanding the logic behind them. Check the key topics as well as practice them for better 

understanding. If candidates have difficulties comprehending math concepts, practice every day. The 

more practice students have, the stronger their concepts will turn out to be. Solve numerical 

problems every day as this would help students with their concepts as well as speed.  

AFCAT Reasoning and Military Aptitude Test Preparation 2023 

The section on reasoning and military aptitude is the most significant for the reason that it has the 

maximum number of questions. The candidate is put through a mental in addition to military 

aptitude test while their reasoning skills are also evaluated.  

AFCAT General Awareness Preparation 2023  

The General Awareness section is vital since it measures the student's level of current knowledge. If 

applicants are well-prepared, this section might considerably affect the student's score. Candidates 

struggle to adequately prepare for this subject for the reason that the AFCAT General Awareness 

syllabus is fairly extensive. Below are some general awareness test preparation suggestions which 

can aid applicants. 

 

AFCAT Coaching In Chandigarh by Gurukul Career Group 

https://gurukulcareergroup.com/courses/afcat-coaching-in-chandigarh/


India's No.1 AFCAT Coaching Center in Chandigarh – Gurukul Career Group is one of the premier 

coaching institutes of India, providing classroom learning coaching for AFCAT coaching. One of the 

best NDA Coaching institutes in Chandigarh. Gurukul Career Group has focused on providing 

exceptional coaching to its students and inducing top results in all Defence exams. This is the best 

AFCAT Coaching Center in Chandigarh which also provides Maths coaching to the students we 

provide them daily workbooks to recover speed and to improve their skills. To make this dream 

come true, almost every student in the country prepares for the NDA entrance examination. If you 

also want to clear the NDA exam in your very initial attempt, then Gurukul Career Group is with you 

to help you. 
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